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About This Game

Gem Wars is a game based on shooting. In this game, players play a Hero of the elf world. They help elves take back the source
of magic gems occupied by demon knight, and save those elves controlled by demon knight. In this game, players play in the
first person perspective. You can go to many places with impressive natural environment, such as glacier, canyons, crater, the
world tree and so on. You'll get so immersed in this world, and fight with those cute lego elves. The game has story mode and
tower defense mode. You can collect many gold coins and gems through fights and get the sacred weapons. And then you can

unlock the tower defense mode after finishing all the levels. When you are familiar with operating all kinds of weapons, you can
challenge yourselves or play with friends for the high scores. The game has plenty of independent levels, infinite tower defense
modes, and the system of four big weapons. It can provide you with wonderful experiences and is a game of good conscience.
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Title: GemWars
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
uyi technology Co,Ltd
Publisher:
uyi technology Co,Ltd
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7 or higher

Processor: intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,Simplified Chinese
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Doesn't work. Application won't run on screen for more than a second.. I love the music given here.
 I am NOT a fan of the tracks with singing in them.. The stuff they're singing about is not good either from what I can
understand either meow.

 That said, that Punk Party song has the word Hey shouted over and over, and that's ok. Meow. I highly recommend if you're
going for some modern day or more sci-fi steam punk themed areas or fights in your game. Great tracks if you're into this
genre. I give it 3.5 paws out of 4. Meow.. 8/10
I have tested a few programs (free or trial versions) and none of them recorded Battlefield very well but would work fine for
every thing else. This one is great. I can easily record with a simple push of a botton with on screen numbers (that you can set to
not show up in your video but you can see them while recording) Great software!
Some bugs... It some times crashes my games but hat might be my computer in some way. I know it is something to do with this
though because as soon as I press the record button the game crashes. I have to restart the program to get it to work again. I did
notice that there is a sign of when it will do that. When pressing the button, if it does not start recording even after pressing it
and then again a second time, just restart it because that 3rd time will crash your game. Again I am not 100% sure if this is my
computer not running it properly but it is linked to this program. This crash was fairly rare and tollerable for the outcome of the
videos that I later made into a video.
Another complaint is that I have to have steam on to run it... I was trying to lower my cpu usage even if just a bit for testing but
I had to have steam run as well. Even with these though I would still highly reccomend this program to those who want to record
their games. I think it is better than Fraps (by far). Better quality for sure.. Have you ever been to the supermarket and, out of
sheer curiosity, strolled through sections of products that you really dont need and really don't want, but yet somehow still look
at, either out of a weird guilty pleasure or because you're bored and don't feel like time is too
 important to you, to find some curious and really cheap item that instantly makes you buy it and that has brought you so much
use\/joy since then?

And have you ever been to a restaurant or caf\u00e9, looked at the menu list, not quite sure what you want to order yet, and
noticed one meal or cake or whatever it may be, with a peculiar name, and contemplated whether you should order it or not, as
either it would be a taste you've never quite experienced that exact way before or just proof that whoever came up with that dish
propably wears sunglasses, runs a vlogging channel and may be the last of his species.

Or, by any chance, when you were still young, had your uncle ever come around for a visit while your parents are out of town
and approached you, twice your size and eagerly unzipping the fabric and only thing between his wang and your virginity?

If yes, good because thats the only one of the 3 methaphors that applies to this game. Great fun! Hope it comes on consoles!.
Awesome and fun hours that I have been spending. Not what I expected at all.. I am having a VR setup since December and I
have seen A LOT, that includes a ton of games, "experiences", demos. And also a bunch of social VR apps, incl. Altxxxxx, HiFi
and some others. This one I have to say blows ALL these experiences out of the water - by miles!

Let me see. Today, this Friday night...I have been in a giant show which was excellently done with anime dancers. I climbed
about a mile up in the sky with some people and then we dropped down. I have been in some sort of anime\/game forest. I have
been in a bowling alley which appeared very real, complete with 50s music and disco light :) I have been in a bar with about 20
people and a bar tender busy running around and serving drinks. I have been in an abandoned prison with scary ghosts, traps and
all kinds of stuff. We have played games like CTF and we've been in an old Western town where we were the Sherrifs and shot
some bad Bandit dudes :)

A lot of fun also with people showing off their insanely creative avatars. I took my headset off later on and realized that I
"experienced" more things in one single night than a normal person could ever experience in "real life" in a night, uh..a week or
a month even. This is just frickin' awesome beyond words.

From a technical point of view, the avatars are excellent and VRchat even allows making and importing your own from Unity.
Lip sync, eye tracking and all. Some of the best avatars I have ever seen. The entire system seems polished and runs smooth.

VRChat must have hundreds of "worlds" including games etc. to choose from since you can browse them for an half an hour
and still didn't see them all. This is crazy. Uh, that being said people can also design their own worlds and games and put them in
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there. Possibilites: Endless. MIND. BLOWN.

And the people are ALL extremely friendly and supportive etc.

This is VR as good as it can get with TONS of fun and infinite things to do. Seriously it's mind-blowingly good.
. I like board games but the rules of this one is kind a weak and not fun
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Fun concept, I think this game has a ton of potential, and will be following closely as it's developed.

I particularly like the art and music styling. It's light and fast paced.

Game has a good sense of humor and is genuinely fun to play.. Ok, so this was just \u20ac2, but it is still a techdemo. Gigantic
latency issues so unless you are playing slow rock music or blues (forget faster metal like beats) and the symbals flail around if
you get too close.

If you want to let your kids experiment with playing drums before you buy them a drumset, fine - buy this for them.
If you already have been playing drums for a while and want a VR experience because of space issues in your home - this will
just make you sad.

3 minutes with this was enough for me, i'll stick with my TD-11 KV.. I loved the original Xbox Indie Mute Crimson, but I held
off on picking this remake up since, well, I figured I already bought and played it. Took my little blocky caterpillar ninja
through his high contrast world, gathered all of the coins, and liked it enough to publish a poorly written review for my Xbox
Indie site. I didn't see much reason to return.

I was wrong. The big improvement here are certainly the graphics. The old shoebox now looks like an actual ninja guy. The
scant enemies and levels look much better and animate smoothly. We now can enjoy some impressive cinematic art between
levels as well, and everything just pops. For a game with a mostly two color palette, it looks really good. Kinda like a 2-D
MadWorld. Well, maybe not, but it oozes style.

Platforming is tight and a joy to play. If you're like me, then you're a fast approaching middle-aged white guy, but then you'd
also find the level design strict and at times maddening but always fair. You'd also hate the rising lava levels which Mute
Crimson+ employs on occasion, stressing out our fat middle-aged hearts to dangerous limits. Welcomed modern conveniences
of infinite lives and checkpoints will help keep your sanity intact, though they're far from a crutch. An optional goal of finding
hidden coins in a level provide further challenge, and it can be tough to secure it and make it out alive.

There's still a bit of clunkiness present what with the inexplicable arrow zones which alter the control of the ninja, but these
spots add some much needed variety to the game and help flesh out a journey otherwise dominated by jumping and slashing. I'm
so glad there are people out there who remember that platformers can exist between the extremes of masochist memorization
and cakewalk adventure fetch-quests. Mute Crimson+ feels so refreshing by comparison, even after playing the XBLIG original.
It's not going to blow anyone away, but it's an immensely satisfying game all the same.. Honestly pretty boring after the first
couple levels. If you can get it for a dollar go for it, but don't expect a ton. Nice game :). Don't get me wrong, I would
recommend this game if it did not have so many faults. I would still also recommend it if you are really into this kind of thing,
and the game is on a strong offer..... eg 75% off or better.

This game is indentical to the previous CMC game. Except, obviously, for new scenarios, some new scenery, some new units,
but a hell of lot more REMOVED units!!!!! Not ONE of the bugs and faults with the original CMC has been addressed.

I'll list those faults:-

1) The English translations. Jesus Christ Almighty! I have NEVER seen worse in any game, EVER. Spelling mistakes, wrong
words used in the wrong contexts, scrambled sentences, garbelled grammar, typoes, false information..... every bit of text across
every part of the game is stuffed with them! All English text is almost unreadable gibberish!
2) Pathfinding is absoulte\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
3) Unit AI, both yours and the enemy, is also utter\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
4) Captured a depot that says it holds 500k + units of ammo, fuel or spare parts have you? Looking forward to lots of loot?
Forget it! You will receive NOTHING. I just captured a depot supposedly holding 479,000 units of spares, and my total spares
count was at just 10,000 after I'd captured it.
5) I assume resource producing (as opposed to storage) facilities also do not do what they ought! This destroys the strategic
element of the game totally! EDIT - Wow! Actually resource production facilities *do* seem to work!
6) All those lovely unit stats..... and not one means\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I penetrated a T-10M's 304mm
frontal armour with a weapon that supposedly could only penetrate 180mm. Though to be fair, I am wondering if this is because
I was on "easy" difficulty..... my units armour values seemed to count!
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7) The bias toward the defender is too great. On attack the AI just rushes you, like butter rushing a hot frying pan.
8) Whose idea where those f*ing tornado weather effects that just wipe out all your infantry, guns, trucks...... even when
entrenched or in buildings? They need their bumps feeling! Only armour survives bad weather attacks. To be fair, the enemy
also suffers this just as much as you!
9) Missions are repetitive, and the maps for them are very small
10) Terrain and buildings do not act as obstacles for every fire. Shots seem to simply pass straight through - they do at least
block LOS as you'd expect (but the game's LOS system is *very* rudimentary). Cliffs are the exception - and even that is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up. Units on a cliff will get total immunity and invisibility from units
below the cliff. What utter\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
11) Air groups cannot be made to transfer to new airbases. Which makes using them almost impossible. The enemy always has
5000 units of AA in every battle - so I suppose they'd only get shot down with one second anyway!

The CMC games are precursors to Blitzkrieg I, and the much, much, MUCH superior Blitzkrieg II. Even though those two titles
STILL have the utterly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor English translations!

I would save the money by not buying CMC or CMC : IC and use it to get Blitzkrieg II instead!
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